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Tools and Methods of Program AnalysisVladimir Itsykson 2017-12-29 This book
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 4th
International Conference on Tools and Methods
for Program Analysis, TMPA 2017, Moscow,
Russia, March 3-4, 2017. The 12 revised full
papers and 5 revised short papers presented
together with three abstracts of keynote talks
were carefully reviewed and selected from 51
submissions. The papers deal with topics such as
software test automation, static program
analysis, verification, dynamic methods of
program analysis, testing and analysis of parallel
and distributed systems, testing and analysis of
high-load and high-availability systems, analysis
and verification of hardware and software
systems, methods of building quality software,
tools for software analysis, testing and
verification.
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Program Specialization-Renaud Marlet
2013-01-24 This book presents the principles and
techniques of program specialization — a general
method to make programs faster (and possibly
smaller) when some inputs can be known in
advance. As an illustration, it describes the
architecture of Tempo, an offline program
specializer for C that can also specialize code at
runtime, and provides figures for concrete
applications in various domains. Technical details
address issues related to program analysis
precision, value reification, incomplete program
specialization, strategies to exploit specialized
program, incremental specialization, and data
specialization. The book, that targets both
researchers and software engineers, also opens
scientific and industrial perspectives.

Static Analysis-María Alpuente 2008-07-01
Static analysis is a research area aimed at
developing principles and tools for veri?cation,
certi?cation, semantics-based manipulation, and
high-performance implementation of
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programming languages and systems. The series
of Static Analysis symposia has served as the
primary venue for presentation and disc- sion of
theoretical, practical, and application advances
in the area. This volume contains the papers
accepted for presentation at the 15th Intertional Static Analysis Symposium (SAS 2008),
which was held July 16–18, 2008, in Valencia,
Spain. The previous SAS conferences were held
in Kongens Lyngby, D- mark (2007), Seoul, South
Korea (2006), London, UK (2005), Verona, Italy
(2004), San Diego, USA (2003), Madrid, Spain
(2002), Paris, France (2001), Santa B- bara, USA
(2000), Venice, Italy (1999), Pisa, Italy (1998),
Paris, France (1997), Aachen, Germany (1996),
Glasgow, UK (1995), and Namur, Belgium
(1994). In response to the call for papers, 63
contributions were submitted from 26 d- ferent
countries. The Program Committee selected 22
papers, basing this choice on their scienti?c
quality, originality, and relevance to the
symposium. Each - per was reviewed by at least
three Program Committee members or external
r- erees. In addition to the contributed papers,
program-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

this volume includes contributions by two
outstanding invited speakers: Roberto Giacobazzi
(Universit` a degli Studi di Verona) and Ben
Liblit (University of Wisconsin-Madison). The
resulting volume o?ers the reader a complete
landscape of the research in this area.

Proceedings of the ... ACM SIGPLAN-SIGSOFT Workshop on Program Analysis for
Software Tools and Engineering- 2004

Static Analysis-Roberto Giacobazzi 2004-08-17
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 11th International Symposium on Static
Analysis, SAS 2004, held in Verona, Italy in
August 2004. The 23 revised full papers
presented with an invited paper and abstracts of
3 invited talks were carefully reviewed and
selected from 63 submissions. The papers are
organized in topical sections on program and
systems verification, security and safety, pointer
analysis, abstract interpretation and algorithms,
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shape analysis, abstract domain and data
structures, shape analysis and logic, and
termination analysis.

Logic Based Program Synthesis and
Transformation-Kung-Kiu Lau 2001-05-01 reira,Y. Sagiv,P.
Stuckey,editors,ComputationalLogic—CL2000,Le
ctureNotes inArti?cialIntelligence 1861,
Springer-Verlag,2000. 3 K. -K. Lau,editor, PreProceedings of the Tenth International Workshop
on LogbasedProgramSynthesisandTransformation,
Technical Report UMCS-00-6-1, - partment of
Computer Science, University of Manchester,
June 2000. ISSN 1361- 6161. (Electronic version
at: http://www. cs. man. ac.
uk/cstechrep/Abstracts/ UMCS-00-6-1. html.

Static Analysis-Radhia Cousot 2010-09-09 This
book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
16th International Symposium on Static Analysis,
program-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

SAS 2010, held in Perpignan, France in
September 2010. The conference was co-located
with 3 affiliated workshops: NSAD 2010
(Workshop on Numerical and Symbolic Abstract
Domains), SASB 2010 (Workshop on Static
Analysis and Systems Biology) and TAPAS 2010
(Tools for Automatic Program Analysis). The 22
revised full papers presented together with 4
invited talks were carefully reviewed and
selected from 58 submissions. The papers
address all aspects of static analysis including
abstract domains, bug detection, data flow
analysis, logic programming, systems analysis,
type inference, cache analysis, flow analysis,
verification, abstract testing, compiler
optimization and program verification.

Value-Range Analysis of C Programs-Axel
Simon 2010-03-10
Abu?erover?owoccurswheninputiswrittenintoame
morybu?erthatisnot large enough to hold the
input. Bu?er over?ows may allow a malicious
person to gain control over a computer system in
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that a crafted input can trick the
defectiveprogramintoexecutingcodethatisencode
dintheinputitself.They are recognised as one of
the most widespread forms of security
vulnerability, and many workarounds, including
new processor features, have been proposed to
contain the threat. This book describes a static
analysis that aims to prove the absence of bu?er
over?ows in C programs. The analysis is
conservative in the sense that it locates every
possible over?ow. Furthermore, it is fully
automatic in that it requires no user annotations
in the input program.
Thekeyideaoftheanalysisistoinferasymbolicstatefo
reachp- gram point that describes the possible
variable valuations that can arise at that point.
The program is correct if the inferred values for
array indices and pointer o?sets lie within the
bounds of the accessed bu?er. The symbolic state
consists of a ?nite set of linear inequalities whose
feasible points induce a convex polyhedron that
represents an approximation to possible variable
valuations. The book formally describes how
program operations are mapped to operations on
program-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

polyhedra and details how to limit the analysis to
those ptionsofstructuresandarraysthatarerelevantforveri
?cation.Withrespectto operations on string
bu?ers, we demonstrate how to analyse C strings
whose length is determined by anul character
within the string.

Static Analysis-Jens Palsberg 2004-02-02 This
book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
7th International Static Analysis Symposium, SAS
2000, held in Santa Barbara, CA, USA, in
June/July 2000.The 20 revised full papers
presented were carefully reviewed and selected
from 52 submissions. Also included are 2 invited
full papers. All current aspects of highperformance implementation and verification of
programming languages are addressed, in
particular object logics, model checking,
constraint solving, abstract interpretation,
program transformation, rewriting,
confidentiality analysis, typed languages, unified
analysis, code optimization, termination, code
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specialization, and guided abstraction.

Tools and Algorithms for the Construction
and Analysis of Systems-Tomáš Vojnar
2019-04-03 This book is Open Access under a CC
BY licence. The LNCS 11427 and 11428
proceedings set constitutes the proceedings of
the 25th International Conference on Tools and
Algorithms for the Construction and Analysis of
Systems, TACAS 2019, which took place in
Prague, Czech Republic, in April 2019, held as
part of the European Joint Conferences on
Theory and Practice of Software, ETAPS 2019.
The total of 42 full and 8 short tool demo papers
presented in these volumes was carefully
reviewed and selected from 164 submissions. The
papers are organized in topical sections as
follows: Part I: SAT and SMT, SAT solving and
theorem proving; verification and analysis; model
checking; tool demo; and machine learning. Part
II: concurrent and distributed systems;
monitoring and runtime verification; hybrid and
stochastic systems; synthesis; symbolic
program-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

verification; and safety and fault-tolerant
systems.

Static Analysis-Bor-Yuh Evan Chang 2019-10-05
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 26th International Symposium on Static
Analysis, SAS 2019, held in Porto, Portugal, in
October 2019. The 20 regular papers presented
in this book were carefully reviewed and selected
from 50 submissions. The papers are grouped in
topical sections on pointers and dataflow;
languages and decidability; numerical; trends:
assuring machine learning; synthesis and
security; and temporal properties and
termination.

Logic-Based Program Synthesis and
Transformation-Annalisa Bossi 2006-12-30 This
volume contains the proceedings of the ninth
international workshop on logic-based program
synthesis and transformation (LOPSTR’99) which
was held in Venice (Italy), September 22-24,
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1999.
LOPSTRistheannualworkshopandforumforresearc
hersinthelogic-based program development
stream of computational logic. The main focus
used to be on synthesis and transformation of
logic programs, but the workshop is open to
contributions on logic-based program
development in any paradigm. Previous
workshops were held in Manchester, UK (1991,
1992), Louvain-la-Neuve, B- gium (1993), Pisa,
Italy (1994), Arnhem, The Netherlands (1995),
Stockholm, Sweden (1996), Leuven, Belgium
(1997), and Manchester, UK (1998). LOPSTR is a
real workshop in the sense that it is a friendly
and lively forum for presenting recent and
current research as well as discussing future
trends. Formal proceedings of the workshop are
produced only after the workshop and contain
only those papers selected by the program
committee after a second refereeing process. The
program committee of LOPSTR’99 accepted 20
extended abstracts for presentation at the
workshop; then selected 14 papers for inclusion
in the po- workshop proceedings. Selected
program-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

papers cover all the main streams of LOPSTR’s
topics: synthesis, specialization, transformation,
analysis, and veri?cation. Ve- ?cation,
transformation, and specialization methods are
applied to functional, constraint, logic, and
imperative programming.

Static Analysis-Spain) International Static
Analysis Symposium 2002 (Madrid 2002-09-06
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 9th International Static Analysis Symposium,
SAS 2002, held in Madrid, Spain in September
2002. The 32 revised full papers presented were
carefully reviewed and selected from 86
submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections on theory, data structure analysis, type
inference, analysis of numerical problems,
implementation, data flow analysis, compiler
optimizations, security analyses, abstract model
checking, semantics and abstract verification,
and termination analysis.
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Generative Programming and Component
Engineering-Gabor Karsai 2004-10-12 This book
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the Third
International Conference on Generative
Programming and Component Engineering,
GPCE 2004, held in Vancouver, Canada in
October 2004. The 25 revised full papers
presented together with abstracts of 2 invited
talks were carefully reviewed and selected from
75 submissions. The papers are organized in
topical sections on aspect-orientation, staged
programming, types for meta-programming,
meta-programming, model-driven approaches,
product lines, and domain-specific languages and
generation.

Static Analysis-Manuel Hermenegildo
2003-08-02 This book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 9th International Static
Analysis Symposium, SAS 2002, held in Madrid,
Spain in September 2002. The 32 revised full
papers presented were carefully reviewed and
selected from 86 submissions. The papers are
program-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

organized in topical sections on theory, data
structure analysis, type inference, analysis of
numerical problems, implementation, data flow
analysis, compiler optimizations, security
analyses, abstract model checking, semantics
and abstract verification, and termination
analysis.

Programming Languages and Systems-Naoki
Kobayashi 2006-10-28 This book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 4th Asian
Symposium on Programming Languages and
Systems, APLAS 2006, held in Sydney, Australia
in November 2006. The 22 revised full papers
presented together with 2 invited talks and 1
tutorial examine foundational and practical
issues in programming languages and systems.

Static Analysis-Patrick Cousot 2001-07-04 In
this edited book various novel approaches to
problems of current interest in civil engineering
are demonstrated. The topics range from
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dynamic band seismic problems to the analysis of
long-span structures and ancient buildings.
Experts associated within the Lagrange
Laboratory present recent research results on
functionally-graded or composite materials,
granular materials, geotechnics, as well as
frictional or adhesive contact problems.

Static Analysis-Calif.) International Static
Analysis Symposium 2003 (San Diego 2003-05-28
Staticanalysisisaresearchareaaimedatdeveloping
principlesandtoolsforv- i?cation and semanticsbased manipulation of programs and highperformance implementations of programming
languages. The series of Static Analysis s- posia
has served as the primary venue for presentation
and discussion of th- retical, practical, and
application advances in the area. This volume
contains the papers accepted for presentation at
the 10th - ternational Static Analysis Symposium
(SAS 2003),which was held June 11–13, 2003 in
San Diego, California, USA. Firmly established as
a leading forum in the static analysis area, SAS
program-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

2003 received 82 high-quality submissions. Each
paper was carefully reviewed, being
judgedaccordingtoscienti?cquality,originality,and
relevancetothesymposium topics. Following online discussions, the program committee met in
Paris, France, ́ at the Ecole Normale Sup ́ erieure
on March 15, 2003, and selected 25 papers. In
addition to the contributed papers, this volume
includes an invited paper by Manuel
Hermenegildo (Technical University of Madrid
and University of New Mexico)and the abstractof
aninvited talk by KenMcMillan (Cadence
Berkeley Laboratories). On behalf of the Program
Committee and the General Chair, I would like to
thank the authors of the submitted papers, and
the external referees, who p- vided timely and
signi?cant reviews. I owe special thanks to
Jacques Beigbeder ́ from Ecole Normale Sup ́
erieure for managing the submission site and the
dev- opers of CyberChair for the use of their
software. On this occasion, SAS was sponsored
by the Association for Computing - chinery(ACM)
andwasheld aspartofthe FederatedComputing
ResearchC- ference (FCRC 2003). I would like to
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thank all organizing committee members for all
their tremendous work.

Perspectives of System Informatics-Dines
Bjørner 2003-06-26 This book constitutes the
thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the
Third International Andrei Ershov Memorial
Conference, PSI'99, held in Akademgorodok,
Novosibirsk, Russia, in July 1999. The 44 revised
papers presented together with five revised full
invited papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from a total of 73 submissions. The
papers are organized in sections on algebraic
specifications, partial evaluation and super
compilation, specification with states,
concurrency and parallelism, logic and
processes, languages and software, database
programming, object-oriented programming,
constraint programming, model checking and
program checking, and artificial intelligence.

Aliasing in Object-Oriented Programmingprogram-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

David Clarke 2013-03-21 This book presents a
survey of the state-of-the-art on techniques for
dealing with aliasing in object-oriented
programming. It marks the 20th anniversary of
the paper The Geneva Convention On The
Treatment of Object Aliasing by John Hogg, Doug
Lea, Alan Wills, Dennis de Champeaux and
Richard Holt. The 22 revised papers were
carefully reviewed to ensure the highest
quality.The contributions are organized in topical
sections on the Geneva convention, ownership,
concurrency, alias analysis, controlling effects,
verification, programming languages, and
visions.

Static Analysis-Xavier Rival 2016-09-01 This
book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the
23rd International Static Analysis Symposium,
SAS 2016, held in Edinburgh, UK, in September
2016. The 21 papers presented in this volume
were carefully reviewed and selected from 55
submissions. The contributions cover a variety of
multi-disciplinary topics in abstract domains;
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abstract interpretation; abstract testing; bug
detection; data flow analysis; model checking;
new applications; program transformation;
program verification; security analysis;
theoretical frameworks; and type checking.

Advanced Parallel Processing TechnologiesChenggang Wu 2013-11-26 This book constitutes
the refereed post-proceedings of the 10th
International Symposium on Advanced Parallel
Processing Technologies, APPT 2013, held in
Stockholm, Sweden, in August 2013. The 30
revised full papers presented were carefully
reviewed and selected from 62 submissions. The
papers cover a wide range of topics capturing
some of the state of the art and practice in
parallel architecture, parallel software,
concurrent and distributed systems, and cloud
computing, with a highlight on computing
systems for big data applications.

Programming Languages and Systemsprogram-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

Zhenjiang Hu 2009-12-02 This book constitutes
the refereed proceedings of the 7th Asian
Symposium on Programming Languages and
Systems, APLAS 2009, held in Seoul, Korea, in
December 2009. The 21 papers presented in this
volume together with 3 invited talks were
carefully reviewed and selected from 56
submissions. The papers are divided into topical
sections on program analysis, transformation and
optimization, type system, separation logic, logic
and foundation theory, software security and
verification, and software security and
verification.

Programming Languages and Systems-Ranjit
Jhala 2012-12-09 This book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the 10th Asian
Symposium on Programming Languages and
Systems, APLAS 2012, held in Kyoto, Japan, in
December 2012. The 24 revised full papers
presented together with the abstracts of 3 invited
talks were carefully reviewed and selected from
58 submissions. The papers are organized in
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topical sections on concurrency, security, static
analysis, language design, dynamic analysis,
complexity and semantics, and program logics
and verification.

theoretical aspects, advances systems and
applications, and highlights open problems and
challenges. The book is ideally suited for
advanced courses and for self study.

Partial Evaluation: Practice and Theory-John
Hatcliff 2007-07-16 As the complexity of software
increases, researchers and practicioners
continue to seek better techniques for
engineering the construction of evolution of
software. Partial evaluation is an attractive
technology for modern software construction
since it provides automatic tools for software
specialization and is based on rigorous semantic
foundations. This book is based on a school held
at DIKU Copenhagen, Denmark in summer 1998
during which leading researchers summarized
the state of the art in partial evaluation. The
lectures presented survey the foundations of
partial evaluation in a clear and rigorous manner
and practically introduce several existing partial
evaluators with numerous examples. The second
part of the book is devoted to more sophisticated

Static Analysis-Hanne Riis Nielson 2007-08-22
This volume presents the refereed proceedings
from the 14th International Symposium on Static
Analysis. The papers address all aspects of static
analysis, including abstract domains, abstract
interpretation, abstract testing, compiler
optimizations, control flow analysis, data flow
analysis, model checking, program specialization,
security analysis, theoretical analysis
frameworks, type-based analysis, and verification
systems.

program-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

System Analysis and Modeling. Languages,
Methods, and Tools for Industry 4.0-Pau
Fonseca i Casas 2019-11-05 This book
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 11th
International Conference on System Analysis and
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Modeling, SAM 2019, held in Munich, Germany,
in September 2019. The 12 full papers and 2
work in progress papers presented together with
one keynote talk were carefully reviewed and
selected from 28 submissions. The papers discuss
the most recent innovations, trends, and
experiences in modeling and analysis of complex
systems using ITU-T's Specification and
Description Language (SDL-2010) and Message
Sequence Chart (MSC) notations, as well as
related system design languages — including
UML, ASN.1, TTCN, SysML, and the User
Requirements Notation (URN). SAM 2019’s
theme was “Languages, Methods, and Tools for
Industry 4.0.”

Static Analysis-Germany) International Static
Analysis Symposium 1996 (Aachen 1996-09-11
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the Third International Static Analysis
Symposium, SAS '96, held in Aachen, Germany,
in September 1996 in conjunction with ALP and
PLILP. The volume presents 22 highly-quality
program-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

revised full papers selected from a total of 79
submissions; also included are three system
descriptions and invited contributions by Alex
Aiken (abstract only), Flemming Nielson, and
Bernhard Steffen. Among the topics addressed
are program analysis, incremental analysis,
abstract interpretation, partial evaluation, logic
programming, functional programming, and
constraint programming.

Programming Language Implementation
and Logic Programming-Manuel Hermenegildo
1994-08-24 This volume constitutes the
proceedings of the 6th International Symposium
on Programming Language Implementation and
Logic Programming (PLILP '94), held in Madrid,
Spain in September 1994. The volume contains
27 full research papers selected from 67
submissions as well as abstracts of full versions
of 3 invited talks by renowned researchers and
abstracts of 11 system demonstrations and
poster presentations. Among the topics covered
are parallelism and concurrency; implementation
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techniques; partial evaluation, synthesis, and
language issues; constraint programming; metaprogramming and program transformation;
functional-logic programming; and program
analysis and abstract interpretation.

Semantics, Applications, and
Implementation of Program GenerationWalid Taha 2003-06-29 This book constitutes the
refereed proceedings of the International
Workshop on Semantics Applications, and
Implementation of Program Generation, SAIG
2000, held in Montreal, Canada in September
2000. The seven revised full papers and four
position papers presented together with four
invited abstracts were carefully reviewed and
selected from 20 submissions. Among the topics
addressed are multi-stage programming
languages, compilation of domain-specific
languages and module systems, program
transformation, low-level program generation,
formal specification, termination analysis, and
type-based analysis.
program-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

Logic Based Program Synthesis and
Transformation-M. Leuschel 2003-08-03 The
thoroughly refereed post-proceedings of the 12th
International Workshop on Logic Based Program
Synthesis and Transformation, LOPSTR 2002,
held in Madrid, Spain in September 2002. The 15
revised full papers presented together with 7
abstracts were carefully selected during two
rounds of reviewing and revision from 40
submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections on debugging and types, tabling and
constraints, abstract interpretation, program
refinement, verification, partial evaluation, and
rewriting and object-oriented development.

Computer and Information Sciences - ISCIS
2004-Cevdet Aykanat 2004-10-14 This book
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 19th
International Symposium on Computer and
Information Sciences, ISCIS 2004, held in KemerAntalya, Turkey in October 2004. The 99 revised
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full papers presented together with an invited
paper were carefully reviewed and selected from
335 submissions. The papers are organized in
topical sections on artificial intelligence and
machine learning, computer graphics and user
interfaces, computer networks and security,
computer vision and image processing, database
systems, modeling and performance evaluation,
natural language processing, parallel and
distributed computing, real-time control
applications, software engineering and
programming, and theory of computing.

Programs as Data Objects-Olivier Danvy
2003-06-29 This book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the Second Symposium on
Programs as Data Objects, PADO 2001, held in
Aarhus, Denmark, in May 2001. The 14 revised
full papers presented were carefully reviewed
and selected from 30 submissions. Various
aspects of looking at programs as data objects
are covered from the point of view of program
analysis, program transformation, computational
program-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

complexity, etc.

Static Analysis-Francesco Ranzato 2017-08-16
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of
the 24th International Static Analysis
Symposium, SAS 2017, held in New York, NY,
USA, in August/September 2017. The 22 papers
presented in this volume were carefully reviewed
and selected from 50 submissions. The papers
cover various aspects of the presentation of
theoretical, practical, and applicational advances
in area of static analysis that is recognized as a
fundamental tool for program verification, bug
detection, compiler organization, program
understanding, and software maintenance.

Automated Technology for Verification and
Analysis-Bernd Finkbeiner 2015-10-07 This book
constitutes the proceedings of the 13th
International Symposium on Automated
Technology for Verification and Analysis, ATVA
2015, held in Shanghai, China, in October 2015.
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The 27 revised papers presented together with 6
tool papers in this volume were carefully
reviewed and selected from 95 submissions. They
show current research on theoretical and
practical aspects of automated analysis,
verification and synthesis by providing an
international forum for interaction among the
researchers in academia and industry.

Automated Technology for Verification and
Analysis-Deepak D'Souza 2017-10-03 This book
constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 15th
International Symposium on Automated
Technology for Verification and Analysis, ATVA
2017, held in Pune, India, in October 2017. The
22 full and 7 short papers presented in this
volume were carefully reviewed and selected
from 78 submissions. The book also contains one
invited talk in full-paper length. The
contributions are organized in topical sections
named: program analysis; model checking and
temporal logics; neural networks; learning and
invariant synthesis; and hybrid systems and
program-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

control.

Compiler Construction-Görel Hedin
2003-07-01 This book constitutes the refereed
proceedings of the 12th International Conference
on Compiler Construction, CC 2003, held in
Warsaw, Poland, in April 2003. The 20 revised
full regular papers and one tool demonstration
paper presented together with two invited papers
were carefully reviewed and selected from 83
submissions. The papers are organized in topical
sections on register allocation, language
constructs and their implementation, type
analysis, Java, pot pourri, and optimization.

Logic for Programming, Artificial
Intelligence, and Reasoning-Edmund M.
Clarke 2011-01-04 This book constitutes the
thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings
of the 16th International Conference on Logic for
Programming, Artificial Intelligence, and
Reasoning, LPAR 2010, which took place in
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Dakar, Senegal, in April/May 2010. The 27
revised full papers and 9 revised short papers
presented together with 1 invited talk were
carefully revised and selected from 47
submissions. The papers address all current
issues in automated reasoning, computational
logic, programming languages and deal with
logic programming, logic-based program
manipulation, formal methods, and various kinds
of AI logics. Subjects covered range from

program-analysis-and-specialization-for-the-c-programming

theoretical aspects to various applications such
as automata, linear arithmetic, verification,
knowledge representation, proof theory,
quantified constraints, as well as modal and
temporal logics.
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